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MAREK PIĘTKA*
THE ESTIMATION OF THE OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
OF THE TYPE EXP
Abstract. J. Mikusiński presented in the paper [2] the estimation of the operational 
function e-*’\ ote(0,l), in some unbounded set of R + x R 1. The results obtained by J. 
Mikusiński were generalized in the paper [3]. The similar estimation of the function
y  bs 'A xexp
is made in the above paper, where P^eR and p^eCO.l), v = 1....n.
This paper is devoted to the investigation of the behaviour more general operational 
functions, when the coefficients /?„ are in C and fulfilling some relations concerning their 
real and imaginary parts.
We present our considerations in the form of the following
THEOREM. The operational function exp 
following conditions
(1) 
(2)
(3)
(4)
fulfilling the
Pj 6(0,1), pve (~  1,1), P ! > P V, v =  2 ....n,
Pve C , p v =  £v +  i ijv, £v, f7veJB, 
f, <0,
is a parametric function fo r  X > 0 ([4]) and according to the denotation 
used in operational calculus it can be written as follows
exp [ ( i / M Pv) A ] = { F u , t ) } .
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Moreover, there exist positive constants C1, C2, Gj , and G2 such that in the 
set D determined by inequalities
A,t> 0; —  >C ,  and —  > C„ 
t 1 tpi 2
the following estimation
(5) m t ) l < G , ( . f ) ^  e x p [ - G 2( - i -  ) i ^ i  ]
holds.
P ro o f .  I f  the conditions (1)—(4) are fulfilled then the function
n
exp Yj PvzPv )  ^  ] when Rez >  0 is the Laplace transform of the function 
{P (A , t ) }  for X >  0 and
m ,) = ń  [ “M 21 + ( t f - 2'')]6*
where L = | 2! Rez = x 0 >  0}.
The proof of the inequality (5) requests the consideration of two cases
1° - U { j  < 0 ,
2° - 1 .
Each of the cases can be proved in the similar way. The difference 
exists only in the certain arithmetical details. In this paper we shall only 
present the first case.
Let us put
F(A,t)(z) = expj^zt t
The symbol za denotes this branch of the power function which is real on 
the real axis.
Let us consider the contour S
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For fixed A,t > 0 the function F(A,t)( ) is holomorfic in the region Q and
fF a , t ) ( 2)dz = 0 ,
s
where S is the boundary of the region Q. First we shall show that if x 0 is 
fixed and K  > 0 then
J F (A ,t)(z)dz-*0  and J F(A,t)(z)dz-*-0.
S3 Si
The proofs of both cases are similar and we shall give the argumentation 
for the interval S3 only.
Let z = q + iK, 0 ^  g ^  x 0, and let ę  denote the main argument of 
the complex number z.
|F(A,t)(z) | = | exp £ zt + )Svzpv^A J | =
= exp < Qt + A
n p  —
L|z| v(<^ vco s (p v«p) -  f/vs in (p v9 ) )
_ v — 1 V _
< exp(gt )exp |a|z| '  c o s ip ^ )^
_  >?1 sin(p1cp) +
+ 1 1 *
£jCos(Pj<p) 
Pv-Pi <^v cos (pv<jo) — fjv sin (pv<jo)
^ co s^ ę? ) }•
From (4) it follows that the following inequalities
sup
M ' i i l
for v e { 2 ,...,n} and
gvcos (pvtp) -  rjv sin (pv<?) 
cos (p tcp)
< l€*l + l»iv
|^|cos(pv-f-)
ri j sin ( p ^ )  
^cos ( p ^ )
sup
<pe[-
1 2 2
hold. According to the assumption (1) there exists a constant c > 0 such 
that
inf Vlzl 'v-Pi £yCQs(Pv<?)->/vsin(pvcp) > _ J , ( 1 _ y)
R 6 2 > c v = 2 ^ C O S ( P l ( p )  2
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In view of the assumption (3) we get the estimation
\F(X,t)(z)\ < exp (gt) exp |~-i- £ 1 \z\Pl cos(p1 1 -  y) 
I f  we choose K  >  1 then
|FU,t)(z)| ^ exp(gt )expj^-i^1K Plcos(p1~ ^ l  -  y) 
Hence ^  < 0, and
± K Pl cos(p, - J-) (1  -  y ) > 0 .
Therefore
lim exp K , 1cos(p1-®-)( l  -  y)l = 0 .
K - *  oo ^  2  '  '  '  -J
Hence for each e > 0 there exists a 6 > 1 such that for K >  d 
| F (X .t) (z )\<  e exp(^t), zeS3.
Hence
and then
lim J F(/l,t)(z)dz = 0 .
Let L j  and L 2 be the halflines L 1 = ( iK, oo L 2 = ( -  ioo, -  iK ) - * 
directing to the top of the imaginary axis. Following the fact proved 
above and the Cauchy theorem we deduce that
j F(X ,t)(z )dz  = |F(/l,t)(z)dz
and L  has the direction oposite to that one of S2. For fixed X and t we 
shall estimate the modulus of the integral
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Let z = K ew and — — < u ^ . Then the following inequality
2 2
i _ j  F(A,t) (z)dz
2ni
^ “2^“ j exP "j Kt cosu + A K Pl ^  cosCPjii) -  !L
f i
tg(PjU) +
+
£v cos (pvu) -  r/v sin(pvu)
^  cosCpjti) 
holds. By inequality (4) we have
W -
inf -  1
“ I" 2' 2]
and, for v e {2,...,n},
cos(pvit) -  rjvsin(pvu)sup
I • i L 2 2 J
iu + kv
Let
eel 0 , 1 —
(1  -  y)2  1
There exists a K (e )  > 1 such that if K  > K (s )  the following inequality
sup
“*[ 2-2]
y K PV-P1 ‘sycos(pvil) - qvsin(p;u)
^  COS(PjU)v = 2
< £(1  -  y)
holds. Hence, for each K  > K (e ), we get the inequality
Let us put
a = (1 -  y)(l -  e).
It is easy to show that
« « ( ■ ? p 1 }
A, t are fixed. Choosing a suitable w we may express the radius K  in the 
form
_ i
r 'tii
K - w
p i
Then inequality (6) transforms to
I1 J exp| ( ^ ^ i )  1 Pl [ cosu _  wal^JcosCPjiOj jd u.
7T
2
The function
Aw(u) = cosu -  loal^JcosCpjti) 
is defined on -  — , — for
L 2 2J
toe / 0 ,
I^JaPiSin (P j -y )  /
and takes the greatest value at zero. This value equals
A w(0) = l - u ;| ^ 1|a.
Hence we get the following estimation
2
i , < J L
2n
IS
= exp 
2
i exp{ ( w r ) ' " 1 [ '  “
1
{ ( y r )  1 P l ' ^ TT7[ [ l - w l f j a ] }
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for
u>e( 0 , ----------- i ------------ ).
V K 1|ap1sin(p1-|) /
The inequality (7) holds for each w belonging to the above interval. We 
shall choose such a w for which the estimation of I x will be the best. After 
the standard calculation we infer that the minimum of the function
B (w ) = w ^ l  —i0 |£j|aj
on the interval
(o. -------------------------^
\ |f1|ap1sin(p1-|-)
is taken at the point
w o =
1
I^ J a P j 
and then
(8) I i < ^ { ~ i ) 1 Plw° 1_P iexp [ B(t" o ) ( ^ )
Let us put
A\  1_Pl
K 0 = K 0 ( A , t > = r ^ - i  ’ - pi 
Lu?0t -I
Of course we assume that K 0 > K  (e). Hence, for X,t >  0, we have the 
relation
X ^  ... 1_Pl(9) - ^ > w 0 [K ( e ) ]
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The right side of the above inequality will be denoted ty C1. Hence, for
3
k,t >  0 and ~ t>  c i> inequality (8) holds.
Now we shall estimate the modulus of the integral
- L  J F (k ,t )(z )dz.
2 t h
Let z = in and ue^K0,co Hence
1
27ti .
F(A,t ) (z)dz
<
2n
exp -j cos I p x —
£ j cos ( P i )v = 2
du.
Thus K 0 > K (e ) ,
/ . \  A  , 5vcos(pvf ) - » , vsin(pvf )
L tg p , } u y  « p> pi -------- i — —A— 27
X \ 2 J  ^  ^ c o s (P l f )
>
and
00
<  i  J  6XP [ _  ^ l^ l laUPlCOS(P l
K„
Changing the variable in the above integral, y: = A|£1|atipi, we get
00
1 /* 1
[ A | a ] “ y “p, 1 exp[ -  y cos (p 2 dy ,
* X
where x = Aal^JK^i.
Now we shall make the extra assumption (another connection 
between A and t)
(10) k >  2
tPl P “ I£J
and the right side of the inequality (10) we shall denote by C2. We have
— 1 <  < 0 and < a < 1, whence
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-‘“ IJ . ik ; 1 > Ą -
for X and t fulfilling the connections (9) and (10). Taking the advantage of 
the inequality formulated in the paper [2], i. e.
if p e (0,l) and q > then 
p4
q p 1 exp[ -  qcos (p -| -)]<  exp[ -  q ( l  -  p)J,
we get the estimation
00
l 2 < _ t p ^  | exp [ —1/(1 — Pj )Jdy.
Let us put
* o “
2 Pid-Pi)
P ? If J  -I
and
d _  p.
2Ttpjd -  p 1)50 
Then we get the following estimation
h < exp &  r 7, ]•
The similar estimation may be obtained for the interval
[F U , t ) ( z )d z .
Zm  %
L
2
Putting
G x = -i- u?0 1 Pi = 261 and G 2 = - B ( u ; 0)
we get, for l , t  >  0 fulfilling the inequalities (9) and (10), the last ine­
quality
\F(X,t)\ <  G , ( f  exp[ — G2( - ^ - ) ^  ].
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In this way we finished the proof in the case -  1 ^ ^  < 0. The proof in the 
case < -  1 is similar.
The inequality proved above may be used in searching properties of 
solutions of the partial differential equations or operational equations.
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